PRINT EDITION

STUDENT EDITION
COCOA AROUND THE WORLD, PP. 12-13
1. Africa
2. United States
3. $3,500
4. 876,336
5. Ecuador, Indonesia
6. Ghana
7. 209,439
8. Indonesia
9. United States
10. The per capita GDP in many cocoa-producing countries is low compared with countries where the most cocoa is consumed; cocoa farmers aren’t paid well (some earn as little as 50 cents a day); farmers and their families live in areas with little infrastructure; many cocoa farmers don’t have access to modern farming resources, such as fertilizers and chemicals; other answers will vary.

TEACHER’S GUIDE
KNOW THE NEWS: STANDING THEIR GROUND, P. T-8
1. B 6. A
2. C 7. B
3. C 8. C
4. D 9. D
5. D 10. B

MEASURING DISTANCE, P. T-9
All distances are approximate.
1. 410 miles
2. 160 miles
3. 310 miles
4. 170 miles
5. 800 miles
6. 340 miles
7. 630 miles
8. 300 miles
9. 850 miles
10. 420 miles

VICE PRESIDENTIAL FIRSTS, P. T-10
1. The candidate who came in second in a presidential election became the vice president. (1787)
2. 12th Amendment (1804)
3. John Tyler (1841)

Putting It All Together: Answers should include that until recently, few presidents have shared significant power with their vice presidents, who were often left to perform mostly ceremonial duties. The last three VPs, however, have been much more influential than their predecessors. Bill Clinton started the trend by making his vice president, Al Gore, a top-level adviser on foreign policy and the environment. George W. Bush’s VP, Dick Cheney, played a major role in shaping many decisions, such as going to war in Iraq. Joe Biden, Barack Obama’s vice president, attends Obama’s daily briefing and all important foreign policy meetings. He was also largely responsible for managing the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq in 2011.

WHAT’S THE STORY? P. T-11
Answers will vary.

KNOW THE NEWS: CHOCOLATE CRISIS, P. T-12
1. B 6. C
2. A 7. D
3. C 8. A
5. D 10. B

WHY IS THE WORLD’S COCOA SUPPLY THREATENED? P. T-13
Possible answers include:
Three causes of the threat to the world’s cocoa supply: A lack of rainfall in Africa caused by drought is limiting cacao trees’ production; many farmers can’t afford pesticides that could protect cacao trees from being destroyed by diseases; young adults are moving to cities in search of better jobs, rather than continuing the family tradition of harvesting cocoa beans.

Three effects of the threat: Candy companies are increasing prices, shrinking the size of their candy bars, and adding more fillings; CocoaAction is sending experts to West African cocoa farms to equip farmers with the tools and training they need to boost their cocoa yields; chocolate companies are working to build better schools in farming communities to encourage young people and their families to stay.
AMERICAN INDIANS AND THE UNITED STATES
1. to formally ally against the British (1778)
2. lands could be seized in “just and lawful wars authorized by Congress” (1787)
3. eight years (1830 and 1838)
4. to make way for western migration of white settlers (1851); more than 300 (2016)
5. Under Jackson, the federal government’s policy was to remove and relocate Native Americans, often forcibly. By the time of Roosevelt’s presidency, the U.S. government was ready to grant Native Americans greater control over their lands and internal affairs.

Putting It All Together: Answers will vary.
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WHAT’S YOUR OPINION?
Answers will vary.

CASTING CALL
Answers will vary.

“How Hard Can This Be?”
Answers will vary.

THREE VOICES FROM LITTLE ROCK
1. C
2. C
3. A
4. C
5. C
6. that it was wrong for the federal government to force schools to integrate
7. Answers should include that the white teen seemed to believe that Green was needlessly stirring up trouble—or was overturning the natural order of things, by wanting to go to school with whites; other answers likely.
8. Possible answers include that by surviving adversity, Beals understood that she was capable of coping with great difficulties.
9. When Rains saw the abuse that Elizabeth Eckford was experiencing, he began to sympathize with the black students. Other answers will vary.
10. Answers will vary.

WORDS TO KNOW
Answers will vary.

WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
Answers will vary.

CHARTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Answers will vary.

DIGGING INTO THE DETAILS
Answers will vary.